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Intro: how to fix head movement?

Introduction

HATS 
[Stone & Davis 1995]

Palatron 
[Mielke et al 2005]

HOCUS
[Whalen et al 2005]

Accelerometers 
[Hueber et al 2011]

metal headset
(Articulate Instruments Ltd.)

UltraFit
(Art. Ins. Ltd.)

Intro: why does the transducer move?

• large jaw movements
during speech

• drinking / swallowing / 
break during recording

• uncomfortable & readjust

• result: misalignment

Intro: goal of the current study

• analyze datasets of ultrasound tongue images
• find transducer misalignment / other issues 
• compare recordings within the same session – are they always

comparable to each other?

Methods

Methods: data

• 'Hungarian children' dataset
• two children, a girl and a boy read aloud nonsense words in 5 recording sessions within the course of 2 years, recorded using the 

„Micro" ultrasound system (Art. Ins. Ltd.)
• manual tracings were acquired for a number of images (in the middle of the target word)

• 'Hungarian adults' dataset
• 3 female and 6 male adults recorded using the „Micro„ system while reading 200 sentences

• UltraSuite [Eshky et al. 2018]
• ultrasound data recorded using the „Micro" system, for English children of two groups, here: UXTD (typically developing) subset

Methods: transducer misalignment measures / 1

• first, we go through the frames of all of the ultrasound recordings 
(utterances), and calculate the pixel by pixel mean image (across 
time) of each utterance -> ’mean image’
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Methods: transducer misalignment measures / 2

• next, we compare these ’mean images’ using Mean Square Error
(MSE) between the ultrasound pixels ([0-255] grayscale values)

• for a session, all of the consecutive 
utterances are compared 
with each other

• result: n x n matrix, 
containing similarity 
measures 

• assumption: if there was
misalignment, than the
matrix will show this
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Demonstration results

Figure 1: Sample for well aligned data across two repetitions, from the
'Hungarian children' dataset.
Repetition 1: utterances 1-81; repetition 2: utterances 82-162.
MSE: lower values (blue colors) indicate smaller misalignment.
The diag onals contain NaN values.
In the tongue tracing (right subfigure), 1: 57 denotes that the first
repetition is utterance no. 57.

Figure 2: Sample for strongly misaligned data across two repetitions, from
the 'Hungarian children' dataset.
Repetition 1: utterances 1-81; repetition 2: utterances 82-162.
MSE: lower values (blue colors) indicate smaller misalignment.
The diag onals contain NaN values.

Figure 3: Slight misalignment, from the 'Hungarian adults’ dataset. Figure 4: Occasional but strong misalignment, from the 'Hun. Adults’ data.

Figure 5: Corrupted data, from UltraSuite. Figure 6: Can you figure out what could have happened?

Discussion and conclusions

MSE misalignment measure indicates various issues in ultrasound recordings of
tongue movements
• slight misaligment
• strong misaligment
• occasional misaligments due to headset issues
• lack of gel
These can be critical when tongue contours are traced for articulatory Investigations

The methods can easily be applied on other datasets (containing wedge-formatted,
non-raw ultrasound data), other languages, and other imaging techniques (e.g. MRI
or lip video).
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Python implementation & more images: https://github.com/BME-SmartLab/UTI-misalignment/

https://github.com/BME-SmartLab/UTI-misalignment/

